Human Toxocariosis: Is it not a Public Health Problem Yet?

Abstract
Brief revision of bibliography about Toxocara during last two years after remind some papers from the author and his group of work at San Marcos University about discussion if Human Toxocariosis should be considered a public health problem. Reminding publications from 2009 to 2016 with this idea and checking some papers showing interest about this infection still important and showing evidences to improve research about clinical manifestations, complications, diagnosis, treatment, prevention, environmental laws, surveillance and other areas to study this parasitic infection. As a conclusion: Human Toxocariosis should be considered a public health problem by sanitary authorities.
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Introduction
The main idea of this paper is make a brief revision to discuss why this infection would be considered a public health problem worldwide. Several years ago, exactly in 2009, I had opportunity to prepare, with some co-researchers at San Marcos University, a paper checking ninety references around the world to discuss importance of human Toxocariosis, we can showed some elements to consider this infection as a public health problem [1]. We tried to systematize information on Toxocara human infection. Some details about transmission mechanisms, epidemiology, clinical forms, diagnostic methods, treatment and economic costs for public health were described, at the same time, we focused its importance as an infectious cause of blindness in young people that is potentially curable by early diagnosis and its association with asthma and allergies. Then, our proposal was to establish epidemiological surveillance, improve current laws to reduce transmission risk to the general population and increase knowledge on this infection in our country, Peru and of course the rest of the world. Later, in 2010, my friend William Roldan and our work group we prepared another paper checking diagnosis of the infection [2]. In that paper we described again infection with more details in description to update the available knowledge on the use of different tools for both the diagnosis and following up of human Toxocariosis. Our main idea was to emphasize that is possible detect infection and give treatment early. Our interest about this infection continued so hard, and by this reason, in 2016 we published another paper with other friends checking prevalence of human Toxocariosis in a group of people of some provinces of Lima Region, next to Lima Metropolitan, capital city of our country [3]. In this work we found 32% of sera samples positive to Toxocara, 54% were female and 31% were between 31-59 years old, this data confirmed that Toxocara infection is frequent in Lima, so we can presumed that was more frequent in rural region of our country. Several years has passed and we still have interest to know if sanitary authorities could consider this infection as a public health problem, in order to discuss and improve rules to promote surveillance, detection, early diagnosis and treatment to prevent high economic costs with blindness, asthma, allergies, and attention derivatives from them. Our interest for this infection moved me to check some references, abstracts and papers from this year 2017 and previous 2016 using Pub Med. I found one from October 2017, it is an African revision similar as ours with fifty five papers to conclude that several points about Toxocara infection have never been systematically evaluated [4], another papers [5,6] make some recommendations for future research towards the prevention and control of this important disease. There are several experiences checking human infection by sero diagnosis in different countries [7-9] with prevalence between 5% to 13% in United States and 37% in Nigeria. Several diagnostic methods have been used with different technologies as recombinant antigens [10,11] dot ELISA [12] or ELISA and PCR [13]. And the association with allergy and asthma [14-16], ocular disease [16,17] and presence in playgrounds [18-20] is cause of interest for some researchers.

Conclusion
All these evidences improve efforts to get human Toxocara infection would be considered as a public health problem worldwide and stimulates researches to get better elements to prevent its consequences.
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